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“Good friends, good books, and a Naitik conscience: this 
is the ideal life.”
- Mark Twain
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Pakistan to reach final
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Watch other exciting Dance day posts and 
videos  at curioustimes.in/me

Light up your world!

Siddhi Gupta
9, DLDAV Model School, DELHI

Kanak Mehra
9, DLDAV Model School, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi

Innovative Young Citizens CHallenge 2022 by curious times Click to Participate

Register now!

Two teachers, Ms Arpana K. Mesta and Ms Qurratulain Sayed attended a three-day 'Faculty Development Program 
(FDP)' for PGTs at NCS-Kochi which was designed with the goal of enhancing the pedagogical abilities of the 
teacher participants. With the std XI provisional admissions completed this week the school is all set to welcome 
our board warriors back to school.
The first (CCA) Co-Curricular Activity Calendar for the Academic Year 2022-2023 began with the Primary Section 
organising the English Recitation Competition for classes I and II, and English Elocution Competition for classes III 
to V. The selection round was conducted on 7th July by the respective House Teachers in charge. The finals will be 
held on 21st July 2022. Nominations for the Student Council Members were concluded on 8th July 2022. Students 
from classes 4 and 5 filed their nominations for various posts like Head Boy, Head Girl, House Captains and Vice- 
Captains. In the Inter School U-17 Table Tennis Tournament conducted by the Directorate of Sports and Youth 
Affairs on 8th July 2022 at Chicalim Sports Complex, our school put up a great performance. The girls team won 
2nd place with certificates and a trophy. The Inter school Elocution Competition 2022-23 was organized by 
Manovikas English Medium School. In Category 1, Dhaksyani Bhowmick (VA) and Gargi Mehendiratta (VI A) 
participated while in Category 2 (VIII- X), Shrutika S Nair (IX A) and Vaibhavi Mishra (X B) participated. Vaibhavi 
Mishra of X B won the 1st Consolation prize of Rupees 500/-. 
The coming weeks will be full of exciting happenings at Navy Children School, Goa and a lot more news to share!
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Elena, Djokovic win Wimbledon 
2022!

14 toppers get full 100 in JEE, 
Sneha Pareek the only girl

James Webb gives the never-seen 
glimpse of the universe!

Check out how Sabjikothi can 
increase the life of fruits & veggies!

Pink water lake or sea?

Dear NCS Goa Families

Greetings! Here is a quick 
update on what’s is buzzing at 
NCS Goa and what is keeping 
us busy. 

Bubbling with energy the 
children of classes I to X and 
XII returned to school on 27 
June 2022 after their summer 
break. Early morning yoga 
session for students of all 
classes ensured that they 
faced the day with vigour and 
positivity. 

Good news for the school was 
in the offing as Samairah 
Bhandare of std X C defeated 
Pia Singh of Mumbai and 
secured the third position in 
CSK 1 Squash Open 
Tournament 2022 held at 
Pune, Maharashtra. Students 
of std XII participated in the 
Inter Higher Secondary Chess 
Tournament, U 19 category, 
organised by the Directorate 
of Sports and Youth Affairs. 

Do not miss the amazing stories, Videos and art 
from budding writers, scientists and artists on 
MY EXPRESSIONS, Sudoku, Word Search, JokesPoke, 
Word of the day, tongue twister, quotes and fun 
facts. Check out our events 
Newspaper Design: Zainab
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
 

 Image Credit :  Wikimedia

William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit :  Ras Al Khamiah

Around the World

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

TIME is an American magazine and news website based in New 
York, United States. 

The city of Ras Al Khaimah in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Park 
City in the state of Utah and Seoul in South Korea occupy the top 
spots on the list.  Ras Al Khaimah is known for its beautiful geological 
diversity. Its top-notch outdoor adventure opportunities continue to 
draw thrill-seekers. 

Other top places include the Great Barrier Reef in Australia, the 
Arctic, Valencia in Spain, the Trans Bhutan Trail in Bhutan and many 
others. Ahmedabad and Kerala from India are also on the list of the 
world’s greatest places in 2022. Both of these locations were given a 
spot in the “50 remarkable destinations to discover” category. You 
could check out the entire list here. 
As per experts, post-COVID travel experiences could bring deeper 
levels of meaningful connections. The hospitality industry has 
reopened and is eager to securely welcome guests and revitalise 
local communities. 

Croatia gets the go-ahead to adopt the euro as its single currency. It 
will now switch from using the kuna as its main currency to using the 
euro as its main currency. Many people in Croatia are concerned that 
the introduction of the euro will result in an increase in prices. 
Moreover, businesses will round up prices up when converting from 
the kuna.

Croatia was able to meet all of the requirements, which included 
keeping a local currency rate that was similar to that of other EU 
countries. Also, committing to spending money wisely.

Key benefits of adopting the euro include an ease with which prices 
from different countries can be compared. This increases competition 
between businesses, which keeps prices stable for customers. 

The financial markets are better connected and, as a result, work 
better. Businesses can buy and sell easier, cheaper, and safer within 
the euro area and with the rest of the world because of the euro.

TIME: Check out the 
world’s greatest 
places to be in!
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Croatia, 20th 
country to adopt 
Euro!

Image Credit : The Asahi Shimbun

Former Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe was shot at a campaign 
event in the Nara region and was taken to the hospital immediately. 
The doctors who treated him said that the bullet penetrated the heart.  

Shinzo Abe was delivering a speech at an event ahead of the 
elections when the gunshots took place. The man who is believed to 
be the shooter has been taken into custody. 

Globally, leaders send condolences. Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
has condoled the demise of Shinzo Abe declared national mourning 
on 9th July 2022.

Shinzo Abe worked on an economic plan called "Abenomics" during 
his term as prime minister. The goal of "Abenomics" was to open up 
Japan's economy, which had become stagnant, and to change the 
way it was built. 

Now, Fumio Kishida is the new PM of Japan and he will be leading 
various growth initiatives.  

Japan PM Shinzo 
Abe assassinated

 

Sri Lanka swears in Ranil Wickremesinghe as acting leader after 
mass protests. Gotabaya Rajapaksa submitted his letter of 
resignation to the house speaker by electronic mail.  

Sri Lankans have said that the Sri Lankan president is to blame for 
the country’s bad economy, which has caused food, fuel, and 
medicine shortages for months. The government hasn’t been able to 
pay its foreign debt, so it is now reaching out to the International 
Monetary Fund for help. Families are now finding it difficult to manage 
their finances. They are reducing the amount they eat at each meal 
as a result. Importing necessities like gasoline, milk, cooking gas is 
nearly impossible due to the lack of available funds. 

Last week huge groups of people went to President Rajapaksa’s 
official mansion, where they broke through the barriers and entered 
the grounds while singing slogans and waving the national flag.

The process of parliament electing a new president will begin on 
Saturday, with MPs likely to take a vote in a week's time.

Image Credit :  MaddyWithKhan

Sri Lanka financial 
crisis has led to 
bigger turmoil for 
their people!
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Nobel Prize in Physics. 
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India news

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO 2022) was held in Oslo, 
Norway on 11th and 12th July 2022. This year was the 63rd edition of 
the International Mathematical Olympiad. The mathematics olympiad 
had contestants in teams of six and they have to solve mathematical 
problems. 

From India, a team of six students got selected for IMO 2022. The 
names of the students selected from India are Pranjal, Atul, Arjun, 
Adhitya, Vedant and Kaustav. 

Over 104 countries participated in the Olympiad. Final results were 
declared. China got the first rank, followed by Korea and the US was 
at the third position. 

India got 24th rank along with Singapore. India received one Gold 
and 5 Bronze. 

Olympiads are designed to test the mathematics, logical reasoning 
and complex problem-solving skills. The IMO 2022 in India was 
conducted by the Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF). 

In the JEE Main 2022, 14 students scored 100 percentile. Out of 
these 14 students, Guwahati’s Sneha Pareek is the only girl 
candidate who scored 300/300.  Sneha wants to pursue  BTech in 
Computer Science. 

Sneha is a bright student and scored 95% marks in her 10th class 
exams. The girl devoted the last two years of her life to preparing for 
JEE Main 2022. She devoted 12 to 14 hours to JEE preparation, 
more than she did for her board exams.

Sneha gives credit for her success to her teachers and family. She 
states that she also solved a lot of practice tests to improve her 
accuracy and time management for JEE Main 2022 exam.

Amongst the 14 students who secured the 100 percentile in JEE 
Main Session 1, 13 students are boys. Four students are from 
Telangana and three are from Andhra Pradesh. Assam, Uttar 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Haryana, Jharkhand, Punjab and Karnataka had 
one student each.

6 Indian students 
participate in 
International Math 
Olympiad in Oslo

 

Image Credit @Education 
Repr2/Twitter

14 toppers get full 
100 in JEE, Sneha 
Pareek the only girl

Image Credit :  @Wikimedia Commons

On July 11, Prime Minister Narendra Modi showed off a statue of the 
country’s symbol that was carved and put on top of the new 
Parliament building in New Delhi. The symbol has been made to look 
like the Lion Capital of Ashoka at Sarnath.

The design of the national emblem is based on the Lion Capital of 
Ashoka at Sarnath. The statue is a three-dimensional sign that shows 
four lions lined up behind each other and put on top of a round 
abacus. It also has a bull, a horse, and a Dharma Chakra carved into 
the bottom of it.

The concept sketch and the process of putting the national symbol on 
the roof of the new Parliament building each went through eight 
different steps. These steps range from making a model out of clay 
and putting it on a computer to making a bronze cast and polishing it. 
The sign is made from bronze. It weighs about 9,500 kg and is 6.5 
metres tall. A steel frame that weighs about 6,500 kilos has also been 
made to hold the emblem in place. 

National Emblem 
gets a brand new 
bronze cast!

 

Lulu Hypermarket was inaugurated by the chief minister of Uttar 
Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath. It is the largest shopping mall owned and 
operated by the LuLu Group International. 

The megamall is over 22 million square feet in size. It is expected that 
it will give direct jobs to about 4,800 people and indirect jobs to about 
10,000 people. 

Nearly fifteen high-end restaurants and cafes are in the shopping 
centre. It also has a big food court with 25 different restaurants from 
different brands. The mall can fit almost 1,600 people. 

A shopping district that is only for weddings is being built. It will have 
stores with the most well-known brands of jewellery, high fashion, and 
high-end watches. 
The shopping centre has a parking lot with 11 floors and 7 lakh 
square feet of parking space. Also, it has enough room for more than 
3,000 cars. A PVR megaplex with 11 screens is set to open at the end 
of this year.

Image Credit :   Lulu Mall Lucknow

Lulu Hypermarket 
enters the city of 
Nawabs!
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NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Centre) has released the first picture of the 
deepest image of the distant universe taken by the James Webb Space Telescope. 

The coloured image which was released on 11th July showcases galaxy cluster SMACS 
0723. It is known as Webb’s first deep field. The image shows even the faintest objects in 
the universe.

The picture shows a section of stars and galaxies as they were around 100 million years 
before the formation of Earth. This image has elements that are older than its visible. The 
red arc of galaxies visible in the image existed around 600 million years ago after the Big 
Bang. 

James Webb’s telescope also captured the shockwaves as one of the galaxies smash 
through the centre of the cluster.

A dim star at the centre of the Southern Ring nebula was also revealed for the first time. It 
is the largest and brightest nebula in the sky. 

 

NASA’s Perseverance Mars rover is digging on Mars to find running water and signs of life on 
Mars. The perseverance Mars rover is equipped with 23 cameras and a variety of instruments 
including X-ray spectrometer, radar system and SuperCam instrument. The rover carries two 
microphones which allows the rover to record the sound of Mars.

The perseverance is exploring the river delta inside Jezero Crater. It has collected its ninth rock 
sample from the red planet. Through this sample, scientists will research the past life on Mars. 

The perseverance rover is exploring the 28-mile-wide  Jezero Crater for over one year. It is in 
search of signs of life on Mars. 

Scientists believe that this crater was home to a lake and river delta. They still believe that if life 
existed on Mars, this delta may have the evidence of molecular fossils that must be left by ancient 
organisms. 

Scientists believe that if life existed, then Jezero crater is the best place to look for it. Maybe, the 
finely layered mud may have buried and preserved a record of the ancient organisms.

NASA’s Perseverance rover searches life on Mars

Did You Know?

Serbia has achieved only 46.5% 
vaccination.

Space

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

James Webb gives the never-seen glimpse of the 
universe!
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Did You Know?

The first Winter Olympic Games, the 1924 Winter Olympics, were 
held in Chamonix, France.

Did You Know?

The largest crater on Earth is the Vredefort crater in South Africa, created 
2 billion years ago.

The International Space Station (ISS) released around 78 kg of garbage using a specialised 
trash bag on 2nd July. NASA’s Johnson Space Centre and Nanoracks have developed 
specialised bags. 

The bag contains filthy garments, packing materials, office supplies and hygiene items. This 
bag will burn when it enters Earth’s atmosphere. 

This technology shows a more efficient model for disposing the waste on the ISS. It highlights 
a new function and utility for all commercial space stations. Until now, astronauts used to store 
the trash in the space station and sent it back to Earth on the Cygnus cargo vehicle.

With the help of a new waste disposal system, the ISS crew can fill the bags with 600 lbs of 
trash that will be released after the Airlock.

It is the first time for ISS to dispose of garbage in an airlock disposal system. Frequent 
satellite launches cause space traffic and accumulate space junk that is floating in zero 
gravity. The space junk threatens the lives of people who are on the International Space 
Station (ISS).

Image Credit :  @VoyagerSH/Twitter

ISS drops 78 kg garbage using special trash bags
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A student of IIT Kanpur has introduced a technique called smart plants, to purify the air 
surrounding us. An air purifier is a device which removes contaminants from the air to 
improve the air quality.

Fresh air is an important necessity that we need to live efficiently. Sanjay Maurya, an IIT 
Kanpur alumnus, decided to find out a solution to purify the air. He reached out to his 
seniors at the institute. They conducted basic research in order to purify the air. They 
realised that air purifiers available in the market were very expensive.

The IIT alumnus derived a device that combines the air-purifying capability of plants with 
technology in order to amplify the output of purified air.

The device uses a filtration technique through which the plant absorbs polluted air and 
pushes the air into the soil. The roots of the plants suppress the pollutants and release 
clean air. This procedure takes 20 minutes.

UBreathe sells five different plants that purify the air and it is an alternative to expensive 
and artificial air purifiers on the market.

 

Steel scrap may now be repurposed into molten metal thanks to the recent development of a 
cutting-edge technique that does not require the usage of power. Satinder Nath Gupta and 
Sandeep Gupta are the ones who started this business venture. Mr. Satinder Gupta thought it 
would be a good idea to recycle the scrap steel that is produced by steel manufacturing 
businesses. Even his son Sandeep was interested in the concept, and together they began doing 
experiments with the scrap steel.

After doing a large number of tests, they felt confident enough to launch Green Trek in Jammu in 
2019. According to their experiments, they managed to obtain metal that was 99 percent pure. 
Sandeep is the one in-charge of Green Trek, which focuses on green steel, which is widely 
regarded as the direction the steel industry will go in the future.

The innovative technology that was developed by the father and son team takes concentration to 
complete the task, but it does not require the use of energy. It operates on the principle of 
pyrometallurgy. Pyrometallurgy is the process of obtaining a metal in its most unadulterated state 
by subjecting it to extremely high temperatures. The heat that is produced as a byproduct of one 
reaction can then be used in the subsequent process as a source of energy. 

A new technology turns steel waste into pure metal

Did You Know?

Serbia has achieved only 46.5% 
vaccination.

Image Credit : Pixabay

Science & Technology

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Smart plants purify air in 20 minutes
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Did You Know?

The first Winter Olympic Games, the 1924 Winter Olympics, were 
held in Chamonix, France.

Did You Know?

The largest crater on Earth is the Vredefort crater in South Africa, created 
2 billion years ago.

Sabjikothi assists farmers to extend the shelf life of their agricultural produce. The innovative 
idea was awarded the social innovator fellowship from the Schaeffler Foundation.  The idea 
extends the shelf life of fruits and vegetables from three to thirty days. 

The unique selling proposition (USP) of the technology is that the entire setup can be 
assembled on any suitable mode of transportation (E-rickshaws, mini-trucks etc.). It can 
transport contaminant-free fruits and vegetables from the field to the market without any water 
loss or decay taking place.

Sabjikothi is a storage container that may be mounted on wheels and used for transporting 
fresh produce. Fruits and vegetables can have their shelf lives extended and their freshness 
preserved for anywhere to nearly thirty days. Sabjikothi is cost-effective, portable, saves 
space and is climate based. It can serve as storage both on the field and in the market.
In addition, it includes a battery backup that lasts for a day, requires 20 watts of power, and a 
litre of water. Additionally, Sabjikothi may be charged by solar energy or batteries. 

Schaeffler India chose 11 of the more than 150 ideas that were submitted, as winners.
Image Credit :Canva

Check out how Sabjikothi can increase the life of 
fruits & veggies!
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Indian cricketer, Mithali Raj has announced her retirement from cricket. She started her cricket 
career in 1999. She had an amazing career for 23 years before announcing her retirement from 
Indian Cricket. For Mithali Raj, cricket was the means to get out of boredom. The cricketer also said 
that she always wanted to become a Bharatnatyam dancer. She got her due acknowledgement in 
cricket starting 2009, when she thought of quitting the game.

Shabaash Mithu: Life story of Mithali Raj
The movie Shabaash Mithu portrays the life of the Indian women’s cricket player, Mithali Raj. 
Taapsee Pannu portrays the role of Mithali Raj in the movie and she says that stepping into 
Mithali’s shoes has been the toughest role of her journey. The movie is set to release on 15th July 
2022. The film is based on the events of her journey in the world of women’s cricket. The film 
presents Mithali’s struggles in the world of women’s cricket.

Taapsee Pannu’s coach, Nooshin Al Khadeer says she practised hard to fit into the shoes of the 
legend Mithali Raj. Taapsee has always been interested in sports and this movie is for sports 
enthusiasts. The makers hope that this movie will inspire young women to pursue their dreams.

Mithali Raj retires from Cricket, Actor Taapsee Pannu 
plays Mithali in Shabaash Mithu

Did You Know?

Serbia has achieved only 46.5% 
vaccination.

Image Credit : Pixabay

Sports and Entertainment

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

 Image Credit :  @Taapsee/Twitter, @M_Raj03/Twitter

Did You Know?

The first Winter Olympic Games, the 1924 Winter Olympics, were 
held in Chamonix, France.

Did You Know?

The largest crater on Earth is the Vredefort crater in South Africa, created 
2 billion years ago.

Elena Rybakina is the first player representing Kazakhstan to win a Grand Slam singles title. 23 YO 
Elena is one of the youngest woman to win the Wimbledon titles. She played her final match 
against Ons Jabeur who won the first set but Elena made a comeback in the two final sets, 
emerging as a winner. 

It is the first Grand Slam win for Kazakhstan and Elena has made the country proud.

Novak Djokovic claimed his seventh Wimbledon championship after defeating Nick Kyrgios.  Novak 
is now part of a small group of men to have won Wimbledon at least four times in a row.  

Novak Djokovic won over Nick Kyrgios. The top-seeded Serbian tennis player took home his 21st 
Grand Slam victory after claiming victory for the fourth year in a row. It marks Djokovic’s 21st Grand 
Slam title overall, putting him just one title behind Rafael Nadal, who holds the record for most 
Grand Slam victories.

Image Credit : Wimbledon

Elena Rybakina and Novak Djokovic
win Wimbledon!

Rambai, who is 105 years old, set new running records in India. She is inspiring everyone 
around her to achieve their fitness objectives. Haryana is Rambai's home state. It has 
been only a year since she launched her professional career. 

At the National Open Masters Athletics Championship, which took place in Vadodara, she 
ran the 100-meter dash in just 45.40 seconds, which resulted in her setting a new record 
for the event. As she ran across the track, everyone was taken aback by her performance, 
and she ended up winning gold medals in both the 100-meter and the 200-meter races. 
The Athletics Federation of India was in charge of organising the competition for the race.

She was able to beat the record that had been held by Man Kaur, who was 101 years old 
and ran the 100-meter event in 74 seconds to win the gold medal at the World Masters 
Meet. 

According to Rambai, simply taking part in competitions is more valuable than really 
succeeding at winning them. She runs in races for her age group, and while she may be 
the only runner in the race at times, she still gives it her best effort.

105-year-old Rambai breaks running records

 Image Credit : @ReciteSocial/Twitter
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In Siberia, researchers uncovered the mummified remains of a young animal. According to 
recent findings from research, this mummified puppy actually belonged to a young wolf. 
According to the findings of their most recent study, the researchers analysed the genes of 
this puppy in addition to the genes of seventy-two other old wolves.

Dogor was the name given to the mummified Siberian puppy, and its bones were found 
with all of its fur and whiskers still attached. It is estimated that the youngster is 18,000 
years old at this point. 

In 2018, the remains were discovered in the area close to the Indigirka River. The remains 
of the puppy were found to be in excellent condition, and it was discovered that, at the 
time of its death, the puppy still had its baby teeth. According to the findings of the experts, 
it had just turned two months old when it passed away; however, the reason for its passing 
is not yet known.

The DNA tests are going to be carried out by the researchers for the third time, and this 
could produce a conclusive conclusion. If it is determined that Dogor is in fact a dog, it will 
be the oldest dog that has ever been discovered.

 

A recent study has stated that Ladakh glaciers are threatened due to vehicular traffic in Ladakh’s 
Drass region. The region is witnessing a massive build-up of military forces on both the sides of 
Line of Actual Control (LAC) since 2020. The new research is based on satellite images of 77 
glaciers observed for over two decades in the Drass basin of the Western Himalayas. The glaciers 
ranged in size from 0.27 sq km to 14.1 sq km.

Research studies report that the glacier area has decreased from 176.77 sq km in 2000 to 171.46 
sq km in 2020. Approximately, 3% of the total glacier area. Climate change and vehicle traffic have 
affected the glacier severely. The clean glaciers have lost 5% more than debris-covered glaciers. 
The thickness of glaciers has changed and mass reduced to 1.08 meters from 1.27 metres.

Researchers have found that the heavy movement of vehicles is the main cause of the rapid 
melting of the glaciers. Black carbon concentration has increased from 338 nanograms in  1984 to 
634 nanograms in 2020. The emission of black carbon has affected the glaciers significantly. 
Researchers also state that if the climate continues to change due to increased greenhouse 
emissions and other pollutants in the air, the glaciers in the Himalayas may disappear affecting the 
ecosystem.

Ladakh glaciers are threatened due to vehicular traffic

Did You Know?

Serbia has achieved only 46.5% 
vaccination.

YOU DIDN’T KNOW this, right!

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Mummified Siberian pup turns out to be a wolf

 Image Credit :@Pur3Science/Twitter

 Image Credit :  Canva

Did You Know?

The first Winter Olympic Games, the 1924 Winter Olympics, were 
held in Chamonix, France.

Did You Know?

The largest crater on Earth is the Vredefort crater in South Africa, created 
2 billion years ago.

The UN World Population Prospects 2022 report states that India is set to surpass China as 
the world’s most populous country by next year. Currently, according to the UN report, India’s 
population is 1.412 billion in 2022 while China’s population is 1.426 billion.

India’s claim for permanent membership in the UN Security Council may get strengthened if it 
surpasses China. According to UN officials, if India becomes a populous country, it may 
strengthen its claim to become a permanent member of the UN Security Council. India has 
been making efforts to reform the Security Council stating that it deserves to be a permanent 
member of the UNSC.

India has gone through a smooth transition in bringing the fertility rate down at a slow pace. 
Ageing will be a gradual process. In some ways, this process is better than the rapid change 
that happened in China.

The report stated that the world’s most populous regions in 2022 are Eastern and 
South-Eastern Asia which represents 29% of the global population. Central and Southern Asia 
is another region which represents 26% of the global population. The report also stated that 
there will be an increase in the global population by 2050.

Image Credit :  Canva

India’s population can win us a seat in the UNSC
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Pink Saltwater lakes or Sea – Everyone should put a visit to a pink saltwater lake or sea 
on their travel bucket list. The waters of these lakes and seas appear to be magical and 
stunning.

The lakes are pink in colour because of the algae that breed only in saltwater. Lake Retba 
is a one-of-a-kind lake with nearly 40% salt. Meanwhile, Australia’s Pink Lake is not pink 
throughout the year. When salinity rises in the lake water and the right amount of sunlight 
hits the lake, its algae turn into pink colour.

In the case of Dusty Rose Lake in Canada, its neither saline nor has any algae formation, 
yet it is pink throughout the year. One of the explanations is that underground glacial water 
passes through rocks. It collects minerals, which make the water look pink.

The colour of Lonar lake water in Maharashtra turned pink due to a large presence of the 
salt-loving 'Haloarchaea' microbes. Some of the other Pink Saltwater lakes include  Lake 
Retba in Senegal,  the Hutt Lagoon in Western Australia, Salina de Torrevieja, Spain, 
Laguna Colorada, Bolivia and Champagne Pool in New Zealand.

 

Asking questions is an essential part of our education since it teaches us more about the world. 
What steps do you take when you realise you are lacking knowledge? You ask a question. Trying to 
obtain information about something is what is meant by asking questions about it.

The etymology of the phrase can be traced back to the Latin verb quaestionem, which means "to 
seek, to question, to inquire, to examine, or to conduct a judicial investigation." In subsequent 
years, an adaptation to the Anglo-French word inquiry was made from this (from the Old French 
question). This is how the word first appeared in the English language.

There is some speculation that the question mark (?) is connected to the Latin word for inquiry 
(related to quaestionem). Over the course of several centuries, the term may have been 
abbreviated to a symbol resembling a Q.

On the other hand, there are professionals who believe that the question mark is an old Egyptian 
symbol that imitates the way a cat's tail curls up when it is interested in something. The Egyptians 
had a deep affection for and respect for their feline companions.

Question – What’s in a word!

Did You Know?

Serbia has achieved only 46.5% 
vaccination.

Image Credit : Pixabay

Do not miss these!

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Pink Saltwater lakes or Sea!

 Image Credit :  Canva

 Image Credit: Canva

Did You Know?

The first Winter Olympic Games, the 1924 Winter Olympics, were 
held in Chamonix, France.

Did You Know?

The largest crater on Earth is the Vredefort crater in South Africa, created 
2 billion years ago.

The UN Agency has released its first report on the pipeline of vaccines that are currently in 
development for antimicrobial resistance. According to the report, more vaccines must be 
developed in order to tackle AMR bacterial pathogens. 

Antimicrobial resistance occurs when bacteria, viruses and parasites change over time and do 
not respond to medicines and makes treatment hard. The resistant bacterial infections are 
associated with nearly 5 million death per year. More than 1.2 million deaths are directly 
attributed to AMR.

The UN report has identified 61 vaccines that are under development. Some of these 
vaccines are in the late stages of development while many vaccines are still under 
development. As per the WHO Assistant Director-General for Antimicrobial Resistance, using 
vaccinations can prevent infections and also reduces the use of antibiotics.

According to the UN vaccine report, affordable life-saving vaccines are urgently needed to 
save lives and control the rise of AMR. World Health Organization (WHO) has called for global 
access to the vaccines that already exist. Currently, we have vaccines for pneumococcal 
disease, tuberculosis and typhoid. Image Credit : Canva

More vaccines are needed to tackle antimicrobial 
resistance
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
 

 Image Credit :  Wikimedia

William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit :  Canva

Key Days

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Social Media Giving Day is celebrated all over the world on 15 July. 
On this day, individuals make donations by using social media 
platforms like Twitter.

In 2013, Givver.com, a fundraising website launched  Social Media 
Giving Day using Twitter. Givver.com works with government officials 
across the United States, charitable organisations, and social media 
influencers to promote social causes.

The purpose of “Social Media Giving Day” is to create public 
awareness about the significance of fundraising.
In addition, the day encourages the use of social media as a channel 
through which individuals can donate money to various charitable 
organisations and causes.

One could use social media for social good and leverage social 
media as a means to hashtag “give” to their favourite charity or 
cause. Participate, pay it forward, gift, or even just raise awareness 
by using the hashtag #give.

French Fry Day is celebrated all over the world on 13 July. People 
from all over the world gather together to share a plate of french fries. 
The consumption of french fries is extremely common. They are 
typically offered as a side dish at dining establishments and fast-food 
restaurants.

How to celebrate French Fry Day on any day?
Get your food ready. Make sure to cook a lot of french fries and have 
them ready to eat when you want them. Enjoy the food you eat.
Try making french fries in different ways, or get creative with the ways 
you already know. You won’t be disappointed.
Love other people. Bring fries to a party or get together with friends to 
share a plate of fries. It will be fun to do on National French Fry Day.

Here are some ideas to consider for a unique topping:
Try dipping them in a flavorful sauce like peri-peri or tomato sauce.
Try serving them with a burger or sandwich.
Alternatively, you can just eat them with some ketchup and salt.

Social Media Giving 
Day!

 

Image Credit :Canva

French Fry Day!

Image Credit : Canva

World Paper Bag Day is a day to raise awareness about the 
significance of making use of paper bags as opposed to plastic bags 
and encourage people to make the switch. The objective of World 
Paper Bag Day is to raise awareness about the environmental 
benefits of using paper bags.

“If You’re ‘Fantastic,’ Do Something ‘Dramatic’ to Cut the ‘Plastic,’ Use 
‘Paper Bags'” served as the theme for World Paper Bag Day in 2022.

People ought to utilise paper bags that are beneficial to the 
environment, renewable, and recyclable.

Polyethylenes or Single-use plastics are examples of non-renewable, 
non-recyclable, and non-biodegradable.

Because it takes these materials thousands and thousands of years 
to degrade, they cause a significant amount of pollution in the 
environment. 

World Paper Bag 
Day!

 

World Population Day is observed by the United Nations every year 
on 11 July. The day focuses on the urgency and importance of 
population issues. This day was inspired by the Five Billion Day event 
held on 11 July 1987. This was the approximate date on which the 
world’s population reached five billion people.

“A world of 8 billion: Towards a resilient future for all – Making the 
most of opportunities and making sure everyone has rights and 
choices” is the theme for this year.

As the world’s population continues to increase, it is important to 
raise awareness about the importance of family, adoption, gender 
equality, poverty, and human rights.  This year, the population will 
reach 8 billion, which will set off the next set of events and reactions. 

The advances in medical science have made people live longer by 
cutting down on the death rates. In addition, technology has made 
our lives easier and brought us closer than ever before.  However, 
not everyone has reached the same level of development.

Image Credit :  Canva

World Population 
Day!
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit :   Canva

Weekend features

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Baobab trees – Have you ever read the book The Little Prince by 
French writer Antoine de Saint-Exupéry? Well, if you do (and you 
must), you will come across baobab trees. They are one of the most 
unique-looking trees in the world.

Baobab trees are native to the African grasslands where the climate 
is extremely dry and arid. They also grow in India, Sri Lanka and 
Australia. The tree is succulent, which means that during the rainy 
season it absorbs and stores water in its vast trunk. They can grow 
up to 30 metres high and up to an enormous 50 metres in 
circumference.

Baobabs have existed for more than 200 million years and they can 
live for more than 1000 years.

Every part of the baobab tree is valuable – the fruit is high in nutrition, 
the bark can be turned into rope and clothing, the seeds can be used 
to make cosmetic oils, the leaves are edible, and more.

Baobab fruit

Thus, the baobab tree is an important part of many African 
communities and often features in their myths and legends.  

Check out this short video from Youtube user ‘WorldsWonders’ on the 
Baobab tree. 

Phuket is all about the sea, sun and sand. A much sought-after 
destination by travellers – Phuket – is situated in Thailand. It is the 
biggest island in Thailand and lies in the Andaman Sea.

During the 16th century, the island was a popular trading port. 
Merchants from India, Persia, Arabia, Burma, China and Siam used 
Phuket as a temporary shelter, especially during the monsoon season.

The island is mostly mountainous with lush green mountain ranges.
The presence of diverse ethnic groups, distinct culture, 
Sino-Portuguese architecture influence and fine cuisine make Phuket 
different and attractive from other islands of Thailand.

All the beaches in Phuket are known for aqua sports such as diving, 
snorkelling, windsurfing and sailing.  Two Heroines Monument, Thalang 
National Museum, Phuket Pearl Farm, Phuket Butterfly Garden and 
Insect World are some of the other tourist spots on the island.
 

Baobab trees – 
Unique plants!

 

Image Credit : Canva

Phuket – 
International Travel 
Map!

Image Credit : Canva

Fish n Chips – a much-loved dish of the United Kingdom. This is a 
simple dish of fried fish served with potato chips. It is also called Fish 
supper or Fish and chips.

The freshly-fried, piping hot fish and potato chips, flavoured with salt 
and vinegar, give it a unique taste and experience. ‘Chips’ here refers 
to thick potato fries. The dish is usually wrapped in a newspaper and 
eaten by people on the cold streets of England.

The most preferred fish used for this dish is cod and haddock, served 
with the best chips – floury potatoes. Today, there are about 11,000 
fish n chips shops throughout the UK and Ireland. Deep-fried fish & 
chips are not considered a healthy meal. However, they have less fat 
and calories than other junk food.

The dish originated in England and first appeared in the UK in the 
1860s. They were also served as a meal to the masses during World 
War I. The UK also has a National Fish & Chips Awards which started 
in 1988.

Fish n Chips – Eat 
Street!

 

User Interface designer is a new career path that all our curious tech 
enthusiasts can pursue. A UI or UX designer focuses on the user’s 
visual experience.

A User Interface designer focuses on the user’s visual experience. 
They determine how a user interacts with a digital platform. UI 
designers create designs for users which are easy to use and can be 
easy on the user’s eyes. They primarily focus on the look and style of 
the product.

UI designer works with human behaviour. Therefore, the most 
important quality needed to become a UI designer is to have a deep 
understanding of the customer. 

You also need excellent web development and technical skills to 
become a UI designer. 

To start with, one should have a bachelor’s degree in computer science 
or information technology.

Image Credit :  NASA

User Interface 
designer – Passion 
Profession!
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.

Eid is the festival of joy
I eat sweet and play with the toy,
A car whom I called Roy
I roam around and I enjoy.
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Paper diya making

Padmaja Sharma
3, Maheshwari Public School International 

I love drawing and colouring and have just started to 
understand some colour combinations. This is My 
Dream House. Wanted to keep it as natural as possible 
as l feel that constructions all around are also polluting 
the environment. This is a mushroom House as I love 
mushrooms.

5B, R. Shanmukh Reddy

Scientists believe that the Universe was born in a huge 
fireball about 13.7 billion years ago. This “Big Bang” was 
the beginning of everything: time and space, as well as 
all matter and energy in the Universe.

INFLATION
At the instant it began, the newborn Universe was 
incredibly small and unimaginably hot and dense. Inside 
the fireball, energy was being turned into matter and 
antimatter. Then it began to expand and cool. For a tiny 
fraction of a second the expansion was quite slow, but 
then the Universe shot outwards. It has been expanding 
steadily ever since, and might even be speeding up. 

Which came first? There was nothing “before” the Big 
Bang because time and space did not exist. After the 
Big Bang, space began to expand and time began to 
flow. But neither could start until the other one began.

Birth Of the Universe
5A, Mandovi Ghosh  

In January 2020 the World Health Organization declared the outbreak of COVID 19, an infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 
virus to be a public health emergency of international concern. Later that year in March, this disease was classified as a pandemic and it 
has ever since impacted every aspect of human life.
The first wave in India was relatively mild but the lockdowns as well as containments imposed, led to an economic crisis. The 
repercussions of the crisis were so severe that even when the economy had mostly opened up by the end of 2020, the country saw only 
partial recovery in labour markets and household incomes as about 15 million workers continued to remain out of work. Seasonally 
adjusted per-capita incomes in October 2020 were 16 percent below their levels in February 2020. The second wave in April 2021 has 
ravaged India and the country’s health system collapsed, even for the relatively wealthy upper middle classes. Basic amenities such as 
hospital beds, oxygen, and life-saving medicines were in severe short supply. According to official estimates, more than 300,000 people 
lost their lives, but the unofficial estimates put this number between 3 and 4 million. While the country’s immediate focus was on the 
health crisis, there is also an immediate need to address the economic catastrophe.
The COVID-19 pandemic recovery has been fractured and uneven. Lakhs of Indians remain unemployed, while the wealthiest have 
grown their fortunes.  As these divergences expand, the term “K-shaped recovery” has emerged. Specifically, it describes how different 
areas of the economy have recovered at varying speeds. A K-shaped recovery leads to changes in the structure of the economy or the 
broader society as economic outcomes and relations are fundamentally changed before and after the recession. This type of recovery is 
called K-shaped because the path of different parts of the economy when charted together may diverge, resembling the two arms of the 
Roman letter "K."

 
Dr Raghuram Rajan, a noted economist and the former RBI Governor stated that the Indian economy has “some bright spots and a 
number of very dark stains” and the government should target its spending “carefully” so that there are no huge deficits. Furthermore, the 
government needs to prevent a K-shaped recovery of the economy hit by the coronavirus pandemic. Generally, a K-shaped recovery will 
reflect a situation where technology and large capital firms recover at a far faster rate than small businesses and industries that have 
been significantly impacted by the pandemic. The annual income of the poorest 20% of Indian households, constantly rising since 1995, 
plunged 53% in the pandemic year 2020-21 from their levels in 2015-16. In the same five-year period, the richest 20% saw their annual 
household income grow 39% reflecting the sharp contrast Covid’s economic impact has had on the bottom of the pyramid and the top. 
The pandemic hit the urban poor most and eroded their household income. This resulted in job losses and loss of income for the casual 
labour, petty traders and household workers. Economic activity was brought to a standstill for at least two quarters in 2020-21 and 
resulted in a 7.3% contraction in GDP in 2020-21. While 90% of the poorest 20% in 2016, lived in rural India, that number had dropped to 
70% in 2021.On the other hand, the share of the poorest 20% in urban areas has gone up from around 10% to 30% now.

The government must spend where necessary at this time to alleviate the downfall of the most vulnerable areas of the economy. 
Announcing a credible target for the country's consolidated debt over the next five years along with an independent fiscal council to 
examine the quality of the budget are undoubtably beneficial in the long run. Budgetary resources can also be expanded through asset 
sales, including parts of government enterprises and surplus government land. Expansion and strategic utilization of such resources may 
root out an inequal economic recovery and reverse the damage caused by the pandemic.

COVID 19 –The Recovery
12D, Aakanksha Goswami

5B, Rudresh
5B, Hannah

MY EXPRESSIONS - Students of Navy Children School Goa
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
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Albert Einstein Drawing

Video-Improvised Rubber Band Powered Toy Car
Kristel Birao

6, Almahd Samaheej, Amwaj, Muharraq

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

MY Expressions on Curious Times

Sweet home
Samaira Akhtar

2, ASHOK HALL GIRL'S HIGHER SECONDARY 
SCHOOL, Kolkata

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 

Mumbai
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My School
SYED ATTAF ZISHAN Zishan

Nursery, Delhi Public School Jankipuram, Lucknow

Karthik Kaushik Madhusudan
11, DLDAV Model School, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi

A Visit To The Forbidden Part

One fine day in 2167, our home planet was divided into two hemispheres, as the last method to save the planet. One was declared for humankind 
while the other was for nature and wildlife. Even when the earth was divided, It was still severely harming the other part of the planet i.e to all the 
plants, vegetation, and at last, wildlife. Humans kept burning fossil fuels, threw chemicals into the ocean, and also produced large amounts of 
plastic waste. Strong winds carried all the garbage & ocean currents carried the chemicals to the part of nature. In order to stop this mess, a big wall 
was constructed which started deep down the earth and touched the sky!

After a century, people almost forgot what the world behind the wall looks like. Trespassing or climbing that wall was strictly prohibited, If anyone 
doing this crime was caught red-handed, he had to face severe consequences. The human population touched heights at the “human’s earth”, which 
forced the humans to build flying cars and skyscrapers-sized buildings, and underground mansions.

A boy named Ryan was born in the human hemisphere, like everyone he was really very curious about what is happening in the forbidden part. He 
used to work in the IT sector to earn money for his basic requirements to live. One day he thought to have a walk in the park just as a break from his 
Hercules task. On his way, he saw a frog loitering around the bench, he was astonished & curious at the same time to see such a creature. Then a 
thought suddenly stroked his head that this creature might have come from the other part. Frog started running towards the ‘wall restricted area’, 
and Ryan followed him in excitement. Luckily there was no guard at that instance. The frog went into a small passage and vanished. Ryan thought to 
dig the area at night so that no one catches him. He did so and bumped into the most vulnerable place of the era.

He started hearing chirping birds, colorful flowers, meadows, and most importantly animals that were termed ‘endangered’ at once. He explored 
the area and found traces of humans who lived a century ago and then what he saw amazed him, he saw ‘real fruits and veggies growing on trees! 
The answer to his astonishment was that: Because of the heavy population scientists had to develop fruits and vegetables by using complex 
machinery to overcome the hunger of thousands, but, those were tasteless. In curiosity, he plucked an apple and had a bite, “What a bliss” he 
mumbled. Then he saw some mud huts around these forests. He first thought that this might be some trap to catch those who have violated the 
rule. But to his relief, he saw some people there. He first hesitated but then he gathered some courage & faced them. Those were some nice country 
folk’s generation whose ancestors refused to leave this part of the earth & demanded to live where they were living. So the authorities granted 
them special permission but took all the privileges like electricity and clean water supply along with other modern facilities, but to his surprise, 
those people agreed to stay like prehistoric men. Ryan enjoyed their warm welcome and listened to their tales. He experienced strange tranquility 
and peace that day.

On his way back he then promised to keep his visit to ‘The Forbidden Part’ a secret.
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.
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Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM

5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

Vedaant Tuli
3, GEMS Millennium School - Sharjah

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Steam Project

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 

Mumbai

Deforestation is expanding
Because we are so demanding

Now we ask why we made animals cry
We are willing to change and let us try
We regret what we have done
We’ll make space for everyone

Oh dear god help us all from this horrible fall
As you are our Creator and we prayer you will hear 
our call.

Video- Piano Performance

DEVANSH Srivastava
6, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow

Video- Small tribute to Doctors
SYED ATTAF ZISHAN Zishan

Nursery, Delhi Public School Jankipuram
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As she stepped onto the land, the red dress waved, and her hair flew. She stepped on the land, for the storm she always loved, to enjoy the storm.

The clouds raging, the winds getting angrier, the girl’s dress flying like flames. The storm has been called for her father to be aware that she has 
stepped on land. She is there by choice for her freedom. The red dress depicts the power of women.

The trees are straight, watching the girl step out on her own. The clouds are angrier, and the water is crystal clear from the furious rain of her 
father.

She is seeking freedom, she wants to know how to live, her mindset is positive and, she is positive. She is there to show everyone she can do 
everything. She is there to prove herself.

The grass is swaying
Trees are straight
Water is calm
Cloud is now at rest
Father is now calm, watching her daughter make her destiny, watching her prove herself.

KRISHNAV JHUNJHUNWALA
7, LA MARTINIERE FOR BOYS, KOLKATA

Daughter of storm

MISS PRASHIKHA
1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow,

Video- Yummyy choclate oreo Butterfly cake तरेी उंगली थाम कर,
चलना है सीखा मैंनेI
जब भी कही लड़खड़ाई,
सहारा दया है तूने II

माँ के ममत्व से तो है
जग सारा परचत I
पर क्यों तुम्हारी मुहोब्बत को,
है पहचाना कसे ने नहीं II
चाहे पापा बोलू, या बोलू पता जी,
चाहे बोलू बाबा या फर डडैी
मेरा प्यार तुम्हारे प्रत,
कहा कम होने लगा ?

यह कवता तो बहुत,
बहुत लघु हैI
शब्दों और भावो का प्रकोप कई ज़्यादाI
तुम्हारे लए लखने लगी,
तो शायद यह जन्म,
भी कम न पड़ जाए II

Aadya Parashar
9, VIVEK HIGH SCHOOL, Mohali, Punjab

Papa

Innocent eyes look at the world
filled with marvel and wonder
in some eyes, hate and harm is hurled
terror pulling them under

Then they see the world as bad
on their hearts leaving a scar
forgetting all the trust they had
to all seeming very far

In this world, they are the future
we can’t let them see only hate
we must show them a mixture
of love and kindness and not hate

HEPSY BERNITA
12, Gems Millennium School, Sharjah

Innocent eyes

One is having fun,
Two uses glue,
Three is free,
Four works more,
Five looks for a sample hive,
Six collects sticks,
Seven called the raven,
Eight measures the raven’s height,
Nine makes everything neat and fine,
Ten says “Welcome Raven!”
“This is your own,
we present you with this sweet home.”

SAMRIDDHA BISWAS
5, TECHNO INDIA GROUP PUBLIC SCHOOL 

GARIA, KOLKATA

A sweet gift for Raven

MY Expressions on Curious Times
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I am the voice of the people getting bullied,
those who are afraid to speak,
whom the society calls weak,

They are no longer weak my dear!
If you are a bully listen up,
You are not looking cool being mean,
The thing is this way how would you feel if it was you?
If you were me what would you do?

Try and put yourself into my shoes.
I hate that you make me feel so small,
you hurt my feeling to make yourself tall.
Bullying on Facebook can end with a casebook.

Bullying stops here!
Bullying enough already!

If you are being bullied be strong, be a hero, be assertive!
Would you let a person ill-treat you in a way that could harm you,
certainly not right?
Then tell a bully no no no!! not this time.
Tell someone, parents, teachers or an adult until it makes a change.

Do not hit,
Do not punch
Do not take someone’s lunch,
Do not squeeze
Do not tease
Be a friend till the end,
stop and think and understand,
be like a Jesus and hold my hand.
Be kind to everyone,
Be generous with your friendship,
say sorry if you need,
say stop if you need.
Be happy and be a bucket filler.

Say no to bullying

Prisha Saraogi
10, NIOS, Guwahati 

Pranjal Bhimpura
9, Calorx Public School

 Image Credit : Canva

 Image Credit : Canva

Here is your
Kitchen
Word Search!

1. Stove
2. Table
3. Cylinder
4. Chimney
5. Cutlery
6. Ladles
7. Food
8. Oven

Jokes Pokes

What kind of tree fits in your hand?

A: A palm tree!

Check out the solution, 
next week

Solution for 
last week:

Word Search Sudoku

AAVYA KOHLI
2, LMGC

Q: What kind of shoes do ninjas wear?

A: Sneakers.

Means of Transport

Funtastic

Ephemeral (Adj)

short-lived, lasting only for a short period of time

Six sleek swans swam swiftly southwards.

https://curioustimes.in/say-no-to-bullying/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=26mar
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment

Diwali

Khushi Yadav
2, Shalom Hills International School

Albert Einstein Drawing

Video-Improvised Rubber Band Powered Toy Car
Kristel Birao

6, Almahd Samaheej, Amwaj, Muharraq

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

Facts and Quotes

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 

Mumbai

Deforestation is expanding
Because we are so demanding

Now we ask why we made animals cry
We are willing to change and let us try
We regret what we have done
We’ll make space for everyone

Oh dear god help us all from this horrible fall
As you are our Creator and we prayer you will hear 
our call.

Did You Know?

The United Nations have a news site which 
separates stories by world regions, topics and 

timelines. The site is available in all official 
languages of the UN.

Quotes to inspire you

Did You Know?

Did You Know?

Edward Jenner was the first person to vaccinate 
in the West in 1796.

Did You Know?

TIME magazine published its first issue on 
March 3, 1923.

Quote

“Experience is a hard teacher because she 
gives the test first, the lesson afterwards.” 

Vernon Sanders Law

Quote

Quote

“You’ll find that education is just about the only 
thing lying around loose in this world, and it’s 

about the only thing a fellow can have as much 
of as he’s willing to haul away.” —John Graham

Quote

“Sometimes magic is just someone spending 
more time on something than anyone else might 
reasonably expect.” —Raymond Joseph Teller

“It’s not the will to win that matters—everyone 
has that. It’s the will to prepare to win that 

matters.” —Paul Bryant

SixDegrees.com was the first social media site 
to come out in 1997.
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💐Shri Ganesha Namaha!! 
Yashvardhan Gupta

5, Shalom Hills International School, Gurugram

हदंी दवस

Principals’ Interviews 

Videos, Journeys

“The Leap” - 2020 

Teachers’ Day

“The Ed Leaders” -  2021 

World Teachers’ Day

Flavours of the month

Innovative Young Citizens Challenge 2022 By Curious Times

We invite schools and individuals to participate in this exciting event challenging our future leaders and problem solvers!!! 

Event Dates: – 23 to 25 July    Eligibility – Grade 1 to Grade 12

Innovative Young Citizens Challenge – Registration Process

SCHOOL PARTICIPATION

Member Schools – Member Schools of Curious Times, who have participated in the past, need not register again.

New Participating Schools – Schools participating for the first time should register on the given link. They will receive a Unique 

code from Curious Times for their students.  School Registration Click Here

INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION (WHERE STUDENTS’ SCHOOLS ARE NON-MEMBERS)

Existing registered members – Existing individual members need not register again. They can Login and participate on the days 

of the event.

New participants – New students/ participants can register on the below link. If your school is a member of Curious Times, 

please use the school code while registering.  Individual Student Registration Here

17th July 30th July 15th Aug
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